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Please read the following information & rules carefully before using the services!

CS2.kinguin.net is a market-discovery website owned and operated by Kinguin Digital
Limited (“Kinguin”), where You can compare selected external offers related to
Counter-Strike 2 products, such as in-game items (skins), cases, and vouchers.

Importantly:

● We do not sell the products, aside from a limited range of products clearly marked
as purchasable at Kinguin.net (in which case You will be redirected to Kinguin.net for
purchase purposes – this relates to the gift card & voucher category). All other
products may only be purchased at third-party platforms or acquired by You for points
collected in Kinguin marketing campaigns subject to separate terms of each
campaign.

● We are not affiliated with the third-party platforms and do not endorse them. In
particular, We are not a shareholder, a subsidiary, a representative, or an agent of any
third-party platform and do not share management with them. However, we may earn
a commission from third-party platforms when You use the referral links on
CS2.kinguin.net.

● We are not affiliated with Counter-Strike 2’s developer: Valve Corporation and
have no direct contractual cooperation with them.

● We are not aware of any legal relations between third-party platforms and Valve
Corporation and make no representations in this regard.

All showcased products should only be used in the Counter-Strike 2 game for
personal enjoyment and not for gambling. Engaging in online gambling carries inherent
risks, including the potential for significant financial loss and the development of gambling
habits that may impact personal, family, or financial well-being. Kinguin does not support
gambling and encourages users to approach gambling activities cautiously and seek
information and support when needed.

CS2.kinguin.net functionalities, products, offers listings:

Product lists are curated by our internal team of Counter Strike 2 experts, based on our
reasonable judgment as to which offers will be the most interesting to You taking into account
products’ variability, availability, price, and overall popularity of third-party platforms.
Additional sorting and filtering features may be provided to You.

Kinguin may promote selected third-party platforms, offerings or products in exchange for an
additional payment, in which case a clear label will be added indicating such paid promotion
(e.g. as a “featured” offering).

Kinguin takes reasonable effort to show the most up-to-date and accurate terms for offerings
of third part platforms (including description of products, price and bonuses). In some cases
this is done via automatic mechanisms (API), but sometimes this may have to be done



manually, which is prone to human errors and slower. Consequently, occasionally information
presented on CS2.kinguin.net may diverge from third party platform’s offering:

(i) it may happen that third-party platform will change its offering before we manage
to identify it and reflect on CS2.kinguin.net; and

(ii) third-party platform may change product’s terms at any time without informing us.

Therefore, You are strongly encouraged to verify the terms of sale of each product at
third-party platform before making any purchases and Kinguin makes no representation,
guarantee or undertaking of any kind, either explicit or implicit, that the terms of products
presented on the Platform will always be accurate and up-to-date.

Prices shown on CS2.kinguin.net are preliminary and as shown on third-party platforms
website. We have no control over third-party platforms and they may apply additional fees or
taxes, depending on the circumstances, without our control or without informing us, such as
service fees and taxes; additionally, payment providers used at third party platforms may
charge payment fees. Additionally, currency exchange rates may differ across third party
platforms, which may further distort the final price You will be able to purchase a product for.
For this reason, we strongly recommend that You verify final price at checkout before making
any purchases at third-party platforms.

Kinguin makes no representation, guarantee, warranty or undertaking that products and
third-party platforms presented on CS2.kinguin.net will reflect the total or accurate state of
the Counter-Strike 2 market and all possible trading parties or offers.

Kinguin takes reasonable efforts to showcase only the most reputable market participants on
CS2.kinguin.net, who abide to industry-wide market standards in relation to security and
compliance with applicable consumer laws. However, we have no real control over how the
third-party platforms act in relation to their customers. In case of any problems You should
contact third-party platforms directly, but we encourage You to also share with us any
feedback You deem relevant, so we can protect other CS2.kinguin.net users, including by
potentially delisting an External Platform, which does not honor its obligations.

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact our customer
support here, via email at: cs2support@kinguin.net or in writing at: 5/F Chung Nam Building,
1 Lockhart Road, Wan Chai, Hong Kong.

THE PROCESSING OF YOUR PERSONAL DATA IS GOVERNED BY KINGUIN’S PRIVACY
POLICY.
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PLEASE NOTE THAT AS PER KINGUIN’S PRIVACY POLICY, CS2.KINGUIN.NET AND
KINGUIN.NET MARKETPLACE HAVE ASSOCIATED USER DATABASES. IF YOU HAVE
AN ACTIVE ACCOUNT ON KINGUIN.NET YOU CAN LOG IN WITH YOUR DATA TO
CS2.KINGUIN.NET. MOREOVER, TERMINATION (OR ANY OTHER RESTRICTION) OF AN
ACCOUNT ON KINGUIN.NET IS EQUIVALENT TO TERMINATION (OR ANY OTHER
RESTRICTION) OF YOUR CS2.KINGUIN.NET ACCOUNT.
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